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Burton and Webster: Some Thoughts on Higher-dimensional Realms

some thoughts on
higher dimensional realms
robert

P

burton and bruce F webster

for my thoughts are not your thoughts neither are your ways my
ways saith the lord
for as the heavens are higher than the earth so are my ways higher
than your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts
isaiah 5558
58 9

in 1975 the hyperspace research group was established at
brigham young university the objective of this group has been to
develop special computer graphics techniques for generating and
presenting meaningful representations of figures with more than
three spatial dimensions in the course of research discussions have
often arisen about the likelihood of higher spatial dimensions and
how their possible existence might relate to our eternal experience
we were particularly excited by the striking similarities between
hypothesized four dimensional phenomena and certain incidents and
descriptions found in the scriptures and other religious literature
the results of our discussion and subsequent investigation form the
basis of this article
our purpose here is not to prove a theory but rather to propose
one by exploring some indications and possibilities that have occurred
to us we have not found our theory to be at odds with accepted doctrine of the church ofjesus
ofjesus christ of latter day saints in no sense
do we offer our ideas as prospective new doctrine but merely for contemplation
temp lation
while we have found indications in a variety of locations we
have limited our source material almost exclusively to the standard
works of the church and to statements by byjoseph
joseph smith and brigham
young there are two reasons for this first our readers primarily
will be latter day saints and second a survey of all discussions and
robert P burton associate professor of computer science is head of the hyperspace research group
bruce F webster at the time he co authored this article as a university scholar project was a member of the
hyperspace research group
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indications of this topic in religious and secular literature would make
this article unwieldy and expand its scope at the expense of a closer
scrutiny of a rich source of indications though we have restricted
ourselves primarily to ideas suggested in accepted LDS scriptures and
literature we have been willing to explore some other ideas which
while not precluded by the scriptures are not dealt with in detail
there are four major sections in this study the first is an introduction
tro duction to the concepts necessary to deal with four or more
next is a discussion of major indications of
spatial dimensions
higher dimensions found in the scriptures and other LDS sources the
third is an exploration of possibilities of a more speculative nature
finally there is a summary with ideas for further investigation
AN

introduction TO hyperspace

spatial dimensions

high school geometry

has taught us that each new dimension of
space builds upon the previous ones A point having no dimensions
is moved through space and defines a one dimensional line segment
this line segment can then be moved in a direction not contained in
itself and the result is a two dimensional area if the area is then
moved in a direction not contained in itself it defines a three
dimensional volume length area and volume are all concepts with
which we are familiar but what if we go one step further what sort
of geometric entity do we get if we move a three dimensional volume
in a direction not contained in itself one might protest that there
isnt such a direction which for some is an acceptable argument
however if some choose to limit themselves to three dimensions we
must part company at this point on the other hand if the readers
are willing to postulate a fourth spatial dimension and there is no
reason not to then a new realm opens up one which most can
scarcely imagine
all of our mortal experience has been within a three dimensional
universe and thus we have no natural conception of a fourth dimension to permit us to deal with these hard to grasp concepts we will
rely upon analogy 1 we will explore the hypothetical interaction between a two dimensional world and the three dimensional universe
edwin A abbott flatland a romance ofalany
ath ed rev oxford basil blackwell
of many dimensions 5th
primer of ofhyperspace
1944 see also claude bragdon A premer
hyperspace london andrew dakers limited 1939 G hodexperiments
son and A home
ments in four dimensional vision plymouth mass william brendon and
horne some exper
son ltd 1933 M kendall A course in the Geo
geometry
merty
metTy oen dimensions london charles griffin and
company ltd 1961
1961 and C lindgren and S slaby four dimensional descriptive geometry new york
mcgraw hill book company 1968
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that envelops it then by analogy we will extend our observations
to a three dimensional universe within a four dimensional realm

flatland revisited

let us imagine that we have discovered

a two dimensional world
complete with two dimensional creatures living in two dimensional
houses see figure 1 on the following page we would find such a
world to be strange indeed since it and everything in it would be virand nhe
the
tually flat 2 the creatures world might be a large flat disk anf1he
inhabitants thereof would live on its rim there creatures would also
be flat and would probably live in structures consisting of broad lines
with gaps in them for entrances and exits
while observing this novel situation we would notice that these
flat people could perceive and move in only two dimensions such
beings could not move in a third dimension except through the intervention
terven tion of an extra dimensional force and would probably need
special help and protection to survive such an experience 3 if one
such 2 D being were to be taken out of his world and then returned
he would be at a loss for words to describe his adventure because he
would have nothing in his previous experience to compare it to his
attempts to describe his perceptions to his peers would be met with
puzzlement or scorn he might even be deemed mad 4
As 3 D beings we would quickly see that there would be no
areas in two space hidden from us all surfaces including those considered by the 2 D beings to be completely enclosed would be open
to our inspection regardless of how many walls lay between a given
room and the outside of the house for example wewould
we would have access to that room as easily as any other if our 2 D friend were to lock
himself in such a room we could reach him easily and directly we
could even enter the room but we would meet with one problem
only a two dimensional cross section of our body would actually be in
that room at any one instant the rest of our body would be on
either side of the plane of the two dimensional world
we could see not only enclosed areas but also the insides of the
walls enclosing the areas in fact we could see every particle of every
object in the entire 2 D world 5 no amount of two dimensional
there must be

some three dimensional thickness or else there can be no interaction at all between a
three dimensional object and the two dimensional world since no actual cross section of the three

dimensional object could be defined
3since such a being would be infinitesimally thin by our standards he would probably fall apart upon besince
ing subjected to three dimensional forces
such was the fate of the protagonist of edwin abbotts classic work flatland he could only come up
with the phrase up but not north
ignoring of course the problem of distance
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substance could hide anything because there would be no behind
from our point of view the core of the planet would be just as visible
as rocks on the surface and the skeleton and internal organs of a person as his skin
finally we would notice that due to the infinitesimal 3 D
thickness of this 2 D world an infinite number of such worlds could
be stacked on top of one another permitting worlds without end 6
these worlds would be closer together than the pages in a book and
yet no interaction would occur between them without intervention
from a higher dimensional force the inhabitants of such a world
could never know of the existence of these adjacent worlds unless they
were told by someone who had been outside of their own plane of existence

extending the analogy
our purpose thus far has been to establish some of the basic relationships between an n dimensional universe and the n 1
tionships
dimensional realm in which it is contained but now let us suppose
that our three dimensional universe is enclosed in a four dimensional
realm and that there are beings in that higher realm who are observing us what would they see their initial observation would probably be that our space is flat relative to theirs ie it would have
only a miniscule extension into the fourth dimension this earth and
the inhabitants thereof namely us would all lack extension into the
fourth dimension
they would next observe that by their standards we are very
limited in our movements and perceptions functioning only in three
inthey
dimensions instead of four ifthey
if they were to help us out of our 3 D
predicament we would find ourselves experiencing perceptions
beyond words or at least beyond familiar words for our vocabulary is
founded upon a three dimensional experience if we attempted to
describe our adventure to others we would probably be laughed at or
considered insane
the hyperdimensional beings would quickly discover that there
are no volumes or spaces in our dimension into which they could not
come every room every container every vault would be as accessible
to them as the 2 D rooms would be to us A hyperdimensional
being or rather a three dimensional cross section of such a being
could directly enter a room explore it and leave again without having to pass through doors or windows which might even be locked
assuming our space

is

infinite

if it

is

not then the number is still very great but not infinite
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there would be no need for the hyperdimensional being to pass
through an opening it would simply exit our three dimensional
universe
not only would all spaces be accessible but every particle of
every object would be exposed to view just as in our observation of
the 2 D world our skeletons the earth s core all things and every
particle thereof would be completely visible to these viewers
nothing would be hidden or obscured for there would be nothing to
hide behind 7
A last observation they might make is that an infinite number of
our three dimensional universes could be stacked on top of one
another as it were within their four dimensional realm these
universes would be separated only by an infinitesimal space and yet
could have no interaction with each other by their own efforts the
inhabitants of such universes could only know of and influence their
neighbors through the intervention of a higher dimensional
power

summary of hypothesized 4 D phenomena
before proceeding we summarize the significant characteristics
that might accompany the existence of a higher dimensional realm
A four dimensional being could access any part of
our universe and could enter into and leave any three
dimensional enclosure eg a room without having to
pass through an opening
2
A four dimensional view of our three
dimensional universe would allow the viewer to see every
particle of our universe
A three dimensional being would have difficulty
3
describing four dimensional objects or events since he
would have but a three dimensional vocabulary to call
1

upon
many three dimensional universes could be
stacked together within a four dimensional realm interaction between such universes could take place only by
employing higher dimensional forces
4

we turn

now to the scriptures and other prominent LDS
literature to look for indications of these hypothesized phenomena
ignoring again the problem of distance
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MAJOR

indications

comings and goings
an incident encountered early in our investigations is found in
the gospel according to john the setting is a gathering of the
apostles shortly after christs death
then the

same day at evening being the first day of the week
when the doors were shut where the disciples assembled for fear of the
jews came jesus and stood in their midst and saith unto them peace
be unto you

john 2019

the point of interest here is that

the doors were shut which
indicates that the savior appeared in a closed room luke also reports
this incident and establishes two important points first the disciples
were upset by jesus arrival and thought him a spirit second jesus
definitely was not a spirit but had a body of flesh and bones luke
2436 39 the sudden appearance of a corporeal being in a closed
room could be explained by an entrance from another dimension
this is not an isolated incident there is at least one other
closed room event involving christ after his resurrection this occurred during his sojourn with the two disciples travelling
to emmaus
tra
velling
luke 2413 32 after stopping to dine with them he was recognized by the two while he blessed the bread and then he subsequently disappeared from the room
celestial messengers have also made closed room appearances
gabriel appeared to zacharias inside the temple during an important
ceremony to tell him of the forthcoming birth of
ofzacharias
zacharias
zacharlas son john
11 19
the baptist luke 1111
the angel moroni visited joseph smiths
bedside three times during one night to deliver his message the account of moronis visit is unique in that it contains a detailed description of the actual coming and going of the angel which might suggest
a direct route to another realm

lil
lii

I discovered a light appearing in my room which continued to
increase until the room was lighter than at noonday when immediately
a personage appeared at my bedside standing in the air for his feet did
1

not touch the floor 8
after this communication 1I saw the light in the room begin to
gather immediately around the person of him who had been speaking
to me and it continued to do so until the room was again left dark except just around him when instantly 1I saw as it were a conduit open
aa
A higher
8a

dimensional personage would not need to stand upon the floor there would probably be no
gravitational attraction between him and the elements of our three dimensional world
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right up into heaven and he ascended till he entirely disappeared and
the room was left as it had been before this heavenly light had made its
appearance
joseph smith history 230 43

in addition to these appearances there have been numerous
open area visitations by the lord and his angels 9 these incidents
may lack some of the obvious characteristics of a closed room experience
peri ence but the questions of origin and means of arrival still arise
when they are carefully considered for example where did the angel
who appeared to alma the younger actually come from mosiah
and how did he travel here and then return again the
2711
hites and
same questions can be asked about christs visit to the Nep
nephites
the ten tribes and about the other recorded visits of celestial beings to
the earth A possible answer in accordance with our discussion is not
that they travelled some number of light years from another system
through empty space but that they came quickly and directly from
another and perhaps adjacent dimension
there are two other points we wish to explore before leaving this
topic first is the process of translation or being caught up into
heaven 10 in the book of moses we find the account of the removal
of an entire city the city of enoch an event which provoked those
moses 769 in the same
who remained to exclaim zion is fled
chapter we find that those who were converted after the city of enoch
departed were caught up by the powers of heaven into zion to be
there also moses 721 27 in 2 corinthians paul describes being
I
caught up to the third heaven possibly while still in a mortal body
2 cor 122
while in 3 nephi the three disciples of christ were
caught up into heaven and then returned to earth 3 nephi
2813 16 all of these quotations refer to a phenomenon in which
people and other physical objects are suddenly removed from this
planet to another place where did they go how did they get
there again the question arises did this involve a traversal of interstellar
ter stellar space or were the people and things in question simply
moved to an adjacent realm for the authors of this article the inconveniences of interstellar travel even at speeds near the speed of
light make the latter explanation more acceptable
the second topic deals with the creation of the earth brigham
young speaking of the creation and the fall used some very
1

see joseph smith history 216
9seejoseph
17
21617

155

8 etc
lowhile
while

3

nephi 118 271

3

mosiah 2711 daniel 105

7

1

corinthians

t

these two phenomena may not be identical they are similar enough to warrant consideration

together
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unusual language when referring to where the earth came from at the
time of the fall and where it will return someday
when the earth

was framed and brought into existence and man was
placed upon it it was near the throne of our father in heaven and
when man fell
the earth fell into space and took up its abode in this
planetary system and the sun became our light
this is the glory the
earth came from and when it is glorified it will return again unto the

presence of the father and it will dwell there and these intelligent beings that 1I am looking at if they live worthy of it will dwell upon this
earth 1I 1I

the

description of falling into space and then leaving to
return to the former place suggests a realm outside our universe
once again this can be understood in the context of a fourth spatial
dimension

four dimensional perceptions
another indication of a possible existence of

a fourth spatial

dimension comes from the descriptions found in prophetic visions
an example is the vision of moses
moses cast his eyes and beheld the earth yea even all of it and
there was not a particle which he did not behold discerning it by the
spirit of god
and he beheld also the inhabitants thereof and there was not a
soul which he beheld not and he discerned them by the spirit of god
and their numbers were great even numberless as the sand upon the sea
shore
moses 127 29

moses comment that there was not a particle that he did not
see parallels exactly our hypothesis that someone viewing our world
from the fourth dimension would see every particle thereof
A more unusual vision is described in the first chapter of
ofezekiel
ezekiel

and

I1 looked and behold a whirlwind came out of the north a
great cloud and a fire infolding itself and a brightness was about it

also out of the midst thereof came the likeness of four living
creatures and this was their appearance they had the likeness of a
man

and every one had four faces and every one had four wings
and they had the hands of a man under their wings on their four
sides and they four had their faces and their wings
their wings were joined one to another they turned not when they
went they went every one straight forward
journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855 1886
111ournalofdiscourses
cited asjd
albod 9317
alsod
asad see alsojd

17143 hereafter
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whither the spirit was to go they went and they turned not
when they went
and the living creatures ran and returned as the appearance of a
flash of lightning
now as 1I beheld the living creatures behold one wheel upon the
earth by the living creatures
the appearance of the wheels was as it were a wheel in the middle of a wheel
when they went they went upon their four sides and they turned
not when they went
ezekiel 14 18

the

highly unusual and somewhat confusing language that
ezekiel used to describe what he saw might well be the result of the
inadequacy of our language to describe hyperdimensional objects or
events his description of a wheel in the middle of a wheel could
suggest a four dimensional torus just as a hypercube is often
represented as a cube within a cube see figure 2 the reference to
multiple sided beings who went straight forward though apparently facing in different directions parallels in part a description of a
hyperobject entering our space 12 these of course are only
possibilities but we feel that they may be viable
earlier we alluded to the experience of the three nephite
disciples being caught up into heaven what they saw there they
were forbidden to discuss the description of this event however
carries the implication that their experience simply could not be ar
ticulated
and behold the

heavens were opened and they were caught up
into heaven and saw and heard unspeakable things
and it was forbidden them that they should utter neither was it
given unto them power that they could utter the things which they saw
and heard 13
3

adjacent

nephi 2813

14

D universes
the first possibility that springs to mind when considering the
topic of adjacent 3 D universes is the nature and location of that
realm which we call the spirit world
3

the

spirits of the just are exalted to a greater and more glorious
work hence they are blessed in their departure to the world of spirits
abbott flatland
2bbott
abbott
see also 3 nephi
sce
sec

p 72
1715

17
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figure

2

A hypercube

enveloped in flaming fire they are not far from us and know and
understand our thoughts feelings and motions and are often pained
therewith
flesh and blood cannot go there but flesh and bones quickened
by the spirit of god can 14

there

are myriads of disembodied evil spirits those who have long ago
laid down their bodies here and in the regions round about among and

prophet joseph smith comp joseph fielding smith salt lake city
joseph smith teachings odthe
of the prophetjoseph
ofthe
deseret book co 1938 p 326
1414joseph
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around us and they are trying to make us and our children sick and are
trying to destroy us and tempt us to evil 15
lay down this tabernacle where are you going into the
where is the spirit world it is right here 16
spiritual world

when you

the preceding quotations of joseph smith and brigham young
indicate that there is a world of spirits very near to us and yet seldom
perceived by us while those spirits can view us and can to a certain
degree affect us we cannot see them without special help from god
enoch for example anointed his eyes as directed by the lord and was
able to see spirits and other things which were not visible to the
moses 635 36
elisha prayed and the servant of
natural eye
elisha beheld the army of spirits surrounding the besiegers of

dothan
and elisha prayed and said lord
he may see and the lord opened the

1I pray thee open his eyes that
eyes of the young man and he

saw and behold the mountain was full of horses and chariots of fire

round about elisha
2

other indications of the existence of adjacent
found in the books of moses and abraham

kings 617

D universes are
in the vision referred to
3

earlier moses saw this

and he beheld

many lands and each land was called earth and
there were inhabitants on the face thereof 17
moses 129

this passage could be interpreted at least three

ways

first

moses could have seen other planets within our own universe second
he could have seen different planets adjacent to the earth in different
3 D universes or third he could have seen our earth at several different points in time an echo of the image of multiple worlds is
found in abrahams vision
behold 1I will show you all these and he
put his hand upon mine eyes and 1I saw those things which his hands
had made which were many and they multiplied before mine eyes
and I1 could not see the end thereof
abraham 312

and he said unto me

brigham young has also indicated that there are more kingdoms
than we realize
aiso
also
liso D 554 55
673 see alsojd
16jd
JD 3369
moses 1ill
11 explains that one must have spiritual
111
iii
IJD
JD

eyes to see the things

of god
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how many kingdoms of glory there are I1 know not and how many
degrees of glory there are in these kingdoms I1 know not but there are
multitudes of them 18

the kingdoms that god

has prepared are innumerable

19

additional possibilities
our purpose in this section

that have come as
we have pondered and discussed the implications of a possible hyperdimensional existence simply put we are taking a fresh look at certain gospel teachings in light of the hypothesis that there is a hyperdimensional existence to see if the hypothesis may be consistent with
these teachings and perhaps of some value in helping us comprehend
some heretofore difficult to understand occurrences
is to present ideas

increasing dimensions
after one has entertained the possibility of a fourth spatial
dimension the next question almost inevitably is Is there a fifth A
sixth then is there an end to it if there might be additional
dimensions then interesting interpretations of two basic doctrines different kingdoms of glory and eternal progression invite
consideration

kingdoms of glory the seventy sixth section of the doctrine
and covenants tells us that there are three principal kingdoms or
realms of glory the celestial the terrestrial and the telestial vv
50 113
those in the celestial kingdom will enjoy the presence of
god and christ v 62 those in the terrestrial will have just the
presence of christ v 77 and those in the telestial the presence of
neither vv 86 112 the idea that the inhabitants of a particular
kingdom cannot visit higher kingdoms but can visit lower kingdoms is
implicitly and to a degree explicitly stated in this section vv 77
one possible explanation for this limitation would be
86 88 112
that each kingdom has one more spatial dimension than the next
lower kingdom thus the inhabitants of a given kingdom could not
enter into the next higher kingdom any more than we could by our
own power leave this three dimensional space and move about in one
which has four dimensions
the inhabitants of a dimensionally
superior kingdom could however visit any lower kingdom contained
within their space just as we could visit a two dimensional world if
9107
19jd
iad
i9d 8154
YD
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such a world existed within our universe
point

this bring us to our next

we can consider the concept of eternal
progression in a similar fashion joseph smiths statement
statementabout
statement about proeternal progression

gression
gres sion and exaltation takes on a special meaning if our hypotheses
are correct

what did jesus do

why

father do when
worlds came rolling into existence my father worked out his kingdom
with fear and trembling and I1 must do the same and when I1 get my
kingdom I1 shall present it to my father so that he may obtain kingdom
upon kingdom and it will exalt him in glory he will then take a
higher exaltation and 1I will take his place and thereby become exalted
myself so thatjesus
that jesus treads in the tracks of his father and inherits what
god did before and god is thus glorified and exalted in the salvation
and exaltation of all his children 20
I do the things 1I saw my
1

we wonder if that advancement in exaltations may not be advancement to a higher dimension this idea has at least two implications
first it would give an exalted person dominion over an infinity of
dimensionally inferior realms similar to the realm of his previous
dominion second it would allow each of those under him to advance to the position previously occupied by him in light of this
possibility the following passages from the doctrine and covenants
offer a new meaning
all kingdoms have a law given
and there are many kingdoms

for there is no space in the which
there is no kingdom and there is no kingdom in the which there is no
space either a greater or a lesser kingdom
and unto every kingdom is given a law and unto every law there
are certain bounds also and conditions
d&c 8836 38
dac

this earth in

its sanctified and immortal state will be made like
arim and thummim to the inhabitants who
unto crystal and will be a urim
dwell thereon whereby all things pertaining to an inferior kingdom or
all kingdoms of a lower order will be made manifest to those who dwell
on it and this earth will be christs
then the white stone mentioned in revelation 217 will become a
irn to each individual who receives one whereby
thummim
arim and thummirn
urim
Thumm
things pertaining to a higher order of kingdoms will be made known

1309 10
d&c 130910
dac
here explicit reference is made to greater or higher and lesser
kingdoms filling up all of existence in fact the last passage quoted
2smith
asmith
smith

teachings pp
48
347
547
ap 54748
34748
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seems to indicate that there will be an order of kingdoms higher than
the celestial kingdom that will exist on this earth after its sanctification again brigham young is not without comment on this subject

and

when we have passed into the sphere where joseph smith is
there is still another department and then another and another and so
on to an eternal progression in exaltation and eternal lives 21

nature of time

the nature of time

a subject far too complex to be given just
treatment here still deserves mention in various places in the scriptures we read where prophets were shown the future with detailed
accuracy such visions often encompassing the entire history of the
earth 22 for example joseph smith said
great jehovah
the greatjehovah

contemplated the whole of the events connected
with the earth pertaining to the plan of salvation before it rolled into
existence or ever the morning stars sang together for joy the past
the present and the future were and are with him one eternal
now 23

because of this quote as well as passages in the scriptures and
elsewhere we offer the possibility that time as we perceive it may
itself be a dimension and that those existing in higher dimensions
may view time in its entirety see alma 408 just as one could see the
entire grand canyon from the air but could only see a small portion
at a time if traversing it on foot we offer this idea as a suggestion
and forgo its exploration at present

conclusion
lest any of our readers misunderstand the nature and purpose of
this article we emphasize the following
1

we do not claim to have proved or established

anything nor do we think our ideas are provable at this
time we are only exploring possible though to us
somewhat satisfying explanations of certain passages of
scripture and statements by major LDS authorities
we do not claim that our explanations of these
2
passages are correct merely possible
we do not claim that the concept of hyperspace
3
resolves anything though we do feel that it both simplifies
21jd
D 3375

and 7 ether 325 26 mormon 835 isaiah 29 etc
23 23smith
smith teachings p 220 see also d&c
dac 84100
moses 1
22moses
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concepts and forms an apparently consistent framework in
which to contemplate
4
though we have not restricted ourselves exclusively to accepted ideas we do not find our comments to be at
odds with LDS doctrine or teachings rather our speculations offer a more comfortable explanation of some
heretofore difficult to understand concepts and occurrences

the purpose of this paper has been

to consider the possibility of
hyperdimensional realms using scripture and statements of prominent LDS authorities as principal sources we invite further discussion on the subject we suggest these additional areas of exploration
1

A new survey of religious and philosophical books

written on the subject
2
A study of religious language intimating hyperdimensional references such as the passage from isaiah
3
A study of the nature of man including birth
body spirit relationships and near death and clinical
death descriptions from LDS literature and other sources
4
an analysis of indications found in such sources as
apocryphal literature literature from other religions and
comments from other LDS authorities
some speculation on the physics of the situation
5
for example a very small 4 D thickness might become
significant on a subatomic level how might that affect
particle behavior
some contemplation on how the idea of higher
6
dimensions might affect our perceptions of ourselves of
our relationship with god and of our understanding of
the universe
investigation of these and other related topics may lead us to a
greater understanding of the nature of existence and our position
therein we hope that such an understanding will humble us
through a tiny glimpse of the glory of god and will help us to draw
closer to our eternal father to follow in his footsteps forever
when 1I consider thy heavens the work of thy fingers the moon
and the stars which thou has ordained
what is man that thou art mindful of him and the son of man
visitest
that thou visi
test him
for thou hast made him a little lower than the angels
psalms 83 5
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